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BARTENDER BANTER

PANTHER PRAYER

Students and alums find bartending to be a good opportunity for
work and socializing.

The men’s basketball team heads
to Southern Illinois University Edwardsville Saturday seeking a win
to keep post-season hopes alive.
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CAA votes
for 2 new
majors,
talk draft
document
By Chrissy Miller
Administration Reporter | @DEN_News

JUSTIN BROWN | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Executive chef Brent Furry and sous chef Nathan Douglas look over the anticipated menu for Alexander Briggs. The friends, have previous experience
working together and are embarking on a journey together in hopes of creating a successful restaurant in the Charleston area before opening more in
surrounding communities.

Fine dining finds home in Charleston

By Liz Stephens
City Reporter
A new restaurant in Charleston named
Alexander Briggs will be opening early
March at 509 Van Buren Ave. under the
reins of executive chef Brent Furry.
Furry graduated from Charleston
High School in 2004 and later attended
culinary school at Kendall College in Chicago.
He said his culinary arts teacher in high
school, Kathy Clark, inspired him to go
down the path he chose.
Furry has incorporated the history of
the building into the restaurant by naming the building after the man who built
it.
Alexander Briggs’ grandson, Max
Briggs, will be coming to Charleston to
meet with Furry and hang up photos in
the restaurant.

While still doing renovations and adding finishing touches to the space, Furry said he is hoping to open March 8
through March 10.
Furry said he is thinking about having a “soft open” where he lets in about 20
friends and family members to get honest
feedback about the service and dishes before the public opening.
Alexander Briggs will be open to all clientele, but Furry said he hopes for an elegant, sit-down, fine dining setting.
Furry said he will get produce from
local farms, but will get seafood and fish
from the Chicago markets.
“I want it to be as local as can be. You
can just taste the difference,” Furry said.
Furry will be working alongside his
sous chef, Nathan Douglas.
Douglas was born and raised in St.
Louis and later moved to Charleston for
his family.
Furry and Douglas both said they

chose to stay in Charleston for their family and friends and the community.
Douglas said he is “next in command”
and makes sure the food goes out correctly to the guests.
Furry and Douglas worked together
at the Charleston Country Club as executive chef and sous chef, and Furry asked
Douglas to come with him to his new restaurant.
Furry said he started cooking when he
was 15 years old, and Douglas said he was
11 when he first started cooking at his
grandmother’s restaurant.
“People always eat when looking for
fine dining in Champaign, Effingham or
further, but why go far away when you
can be here in town and support yourself
locally?” Furry said.
“I want to be here in my hometown
and bring fine dining and good food because for the most part it is all frozen food
and it’s typical old fast food,” he said.

“I have a niece and nephew, my grandparents are still around and I want to be
with my family and friends,” Furry said.
Furry said he is trying to work with local businesses and mutually help each other out.
“We have to get back to the basics, and
get back to the small-town business owners,” Douglas said.
Furry said he is talking to local floral
shops to provide fresh flowers at each of
the tables.
Furry said he is looking for servers,
hosts, bartenders and line cooks, and he is
willing to teach individuals how to work
in these positions.
“We have a Facebook page where they
can print out an application and bring it
in, or they can stop in at any time,” Furry said.

Liz Stephens can be contacted at 5822812 or ejstephens2@eiu.edu.

Chicago Alderman to discuss candidacy
By Analicia Haynes
Online Editor | @Haynes1943
The EIU College Democrats will be
hosting a question-and-answer style meet
and greet with Chicago Alderman Amaya Pawar, who announced his bid for the
Democratic nomination for Governor.
The meet and greet will be from 11
a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday in Lumpkin
Hall Auditorium.
Pawar represents 47th Ward, and according to a January 3rd article from the
Chicago Tribune, “he’s going to run on a
progressive platform that includes enact-

ing a graduated income tax or imposing a
higher income tax on millionaires, in large
part to increase state revenue and expand
education funding without gutting other
social programs.”
Sam Reiss, the treasurer for EIU College Democrats, said Pawar will answer
any questions students might have regarding his platform.
“He’s going to take questions and you
can ask if you’re wondering how he’s going to keep Eastern open or how he’s going to fund schools – ask it,” Reiss said.
Reiss said it would be cool for students
to just ask a question directly rather than
reading about the answers through sec-

ond-hand sources.
“You can meet this candidate without
a media filter,” Reiss said. “Then it’s a lot
easier to make your own opinion if you
meet candidates running for office (in
person).”
Pawar has been making visits to other campuses, and Reiss said his campaign
got in touch with EIU College Democrats by contacting their state organization.
Reiss said it would be a cool opportunity for students to meet Pawar because
“this is a guy who might be the next governor of Illinois.”
He said it is important, especially for

students at Eastern, to know who is running for governor because that could decide if a budget gets passed and if Illinois
public universities are funded.
“Whenever you get a chance to meet
somebody you should definitely come
and meet a candidate and talk with them
and really get to know them.”
He said when meeting politicians or
anyone of political importance, there is a
sense one gets before meeting them that
they are not real.
Reiss said when he meets politicians or
sees them in person it is an almost unreal
feeling knowing that they exist.
Chicago, page 6

On Tuesday, the Council on Academic Affairs went through a draft
document with recommendations for
the programs being considered for
elimination and reorganization. These
include Africana studies, philosophy,
and adult and community education.
CAA Chair Stacey Ruholl said
since the council did not choose to
make any changes, the draft will become the final submission in two
weeks, after they add it to the agenda
as an item next week.
According to the draft, the CAA
recommends program retention for
philosophy, program reorganization
for Africana studies and a program hiatus for adult and community education. It did not discuss how Africana
studies would be reorganized.
“It is agreed that if the program
was to be reorganized such that more
interdisciplinary opportunities exist,
it would have a greater overall impact
on students and other programs,” the
rationale of the draft said.
In the rationale, the CAA wrote
that the overall quality of the Africana
studies program is difficult to discern.
Ruholl said the council had difficulty because of the materials they
were given to review and the fact that
no one came to answer questions they
had on the program.
“We really didn’t have any good
information to make that decision,”
Ruholl said.
On adult and community education, the CAA wrote that it is an innovative program and if resources become available, it could be revived.
The CAA wrote that they recommended retention for philosophy as
it provides students the opportunity to become responsible citizens and
leaders by learning about the methods and results of inquiry in the humanities.
“The philosophy program impacts
several other interdisciplinary minors
and programs, including numerous
general education courses provided to
the university,” the rationale reads.
Plans for two new majors and a
new minor were also discussed.
Gabriel Grant, a School of Technology professor, proposed new classes involving web technology, gaming,
animation, and simulation before the
council, including Capstone Project
in Digital Media.
After agreeing to make some
amendments to the capstone course
and other courses proposed by Grant,
the courses were unanimously passed.

CAA, page 6
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Bills to curtail transgender people’s access to public restrooms are
pending in about a dozen states,
but even in conservative bastions
such as Texas and Arkansas they
may be doomed by high-powered
opposition.
The bills have taken on a new
significance this week following
the decision by President Donald Trump’s administration to revoke an Obama-era federal directive instructing public schools to
let transgender students use bathrooms and locker rooms of their
chosen gender. Many conservative
leaders hailed the assertions by top
Trump appointees that the issue
was best handled at the state and
local level.
Yet at the state level, bills that
would limit transgender bathroom access are floundering even
though nearly all have surfaced in

Republican-controlled legislatures
that share common ground politically with Trump. In none of the
states with pending bills does passage seem assured; there’s been
vigorous opposition from business
groups and a notable lack of support from several GOP governors.
The chief reason, according to
transgender-rights leaders, is the
backlash that hit North Carolina
after its legislature approved a bill
in March 2016 requiring transgender people to use public restrooms that correspond to the sex
on their birth certificates. Several
major sports organizations shifted
events away from North Carolina,
and businesses such as PayPal decided not to expand in the state.
In November, Republican Pat McCrory, who signed and defended
the bill, became the only incumbent governor to lose in the gen-

eral election.
North Carolina’s experience also
has been evoked in Texas, where a
“bathroom bill” known as Senate Bill 6 is being championed by
GOP Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick, who
founded the Legislature’s tea party caucus and oversees the state
Senate. Business groups and LGBT-rights supporters have warned
that passage of the North Carolina-style bill could cost Texas many
millions of dollars, as well as the
opportunity to host future pro
sports championships.
Ma r k Jo n e s , a p o l i t i c a l s c ience professor at Rice University in Houston, assessed the bill's
chances of enactment as "effectively zero." The measure might
not even clear the Senate, he said,
and would be "dead on arrival" if
it reached the House of Representatives.

ASFCME authorizes labor strike
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) —
Tens of thousands of state government workers have sanctioned a
strike against Gov. Bruce Rauner
and his contract terms, union officials said Thursday, kicking a twoyear dispute into an unprecedented higher gear.
Members of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees Council 31 voted to authorize the union’s executive committee to call a walkout
“if no other path forward can be
found,” executive director Roberta
Lynch said at a news conference.
Lynch said 81 percent of those
voting at more than 200 worksites
statewide favor walking if necessary. She said turnout was about
80 percent of the union’s 38,000
members.
It is the first such vote in 40
years of state-employee collective
bargaining. Rauner, a Republican,

said AFSCME’s actions are unfairly hurting taxpayers and Illinois’
workforce is the highest paid in
America.
A strike could paralyze state
government amid a nearly twoyear budget deadlock between
the first-term governor and Democrats who control the General Assembly. Lynch said officers
who provide security at state prisons and juvenile detention centers would be required to report to
work. That’s a little less than onethird of AFSCME membership.
AFSCME officials said the executive committee would meet again
soon. But Lynch said the union is
still focused on re-engaging the
Rauner administration in bargaining.
The last contract expired in
June 2015. Rauner wants a fouryear wage freeze, increased employee contributions to maintain

current health coverage, and a 40hour workweek instead of a 37
½-hour one. His team stopped negotiating a year ago.
A state labor regulator last fall
declared the process at an “impasse.” That means Rauner can
implement the contract terms
he prefers — and the union can
strike if it doesn’t agree.
AFSCME has appealed that ruling and won a court-ordered halt
to Rauner’s unilateral contract enforcement. AFSCME told Rauner
in January it would accept a wage
freeze and agree to pay more toward health care but Rauner rebuffed the offer.
Rauner and Democratic lawmakers have been unable to agree
on an annual budget plan since
July 2015. Government grinds on
largely because a court ordered
that state employees continue to
be paid.

leave camp
CANNON BALL, N.D. (AP)
— Authorities on Thursday cleared
a protest camp where opponents of
the Dakota Access oil pipeline had
gathered for the better part of a year,
searching tents and huts and arresting dozens of holdouts who had defied a government order to leave.
It took 3 ½ hours for about 220
officers and 18 National Guardsmen to methodically search the protesters’ temporary homes. Authorities said they arrested 46 people, including a group of military veterans who had to be carried out and
a man who climbed atop a building
and stayed there for more than an
hour before surrendering.
Native Americans who oppose the
$3.8 billion pipeline established the
Oceti Sakowin camp last April on
federal land near the Standing Rock
Indian Reservation to draw attention to their concerns that the project will hurt the environment and
sacred sites — claims Dallas-based
pipeline developer Energy Transfer
Partners disputes. The camp gained
increased attention starting in August after its population had grown
and authorities made their first arrests. At its height, the camp included thousands of people, but
the numbers had dwindled during
the winter and as the fight over the
pipeline moved into the courts.
The Army Corps of Engineers
said it needed to clear the camp
ahead of spring flooding, and had
ordered everyone to leave by 2 p.m.
Wednesday. The agency said it was
concerned about protesters’ safety and about the environmental effects of tents, cars, garbage and other items in the camp being washed
into nearby rivers.
Most protesters left peacefully
Wednesday, when authorities closed
the camp, but some stayed overnight in defiance of the government
order.
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YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
916 Woodlawn Dr.
Gr eat location south end of 9th st. near the woods!

www.youngstowncharleston.com
217-345-2363
FEATURED UNITS: 2Bedroom Apt/
Townhouses Still Available!
Large 2bedroom/1.5 bath Apt with W&D $350/p
2bedroom/1bath Apt with W&D $325/p
2bedroom/1.5bath Townhouse $300/p
2bedroom/1bath Townhouse $300/p
2bedroom/1.5bath Apt $300/p
2bedroom/1bath Apt $285/p
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
Rates include Trash & Parking!
$150/PERSON
Fully Furnished & Appliances!
ANY SIZE UNIT
Single rate options available!
SIGN LEASE BY
MARCH 10!
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CONTESTANTS 1 & 2
SHARES PL ATFORM

CONTESTANTS 3 & 4
EXPERIMENT WITH TALENT

NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND
MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS

Justice McGruder, junior psychology major, said, “I am painting
and there is a voice-over about
mental health awareness in the
background. This is my first time
showcasing art outside of the randomness in high school.”

CONTESTANTS 5& 6
FACE FEARS

3

SPANISH THEMED PERFORMANCE

Milove Streeter, junior kinesiology
major, said,“They have to let go of
the past to keep moving forward
and to not let their trials and tribulations keep them from where they
are going in life.”

Paisley Adams, senior Spanish
major ,said, “I choose it because I
speak Spanish and I want to show
that Black women are bilingual and
Black means so much to different
ethnic groups.”

The 46th annual Miss Black EIU
Scholarship pageant

“The Journey of A Queen : The Coming of a New Reign”

R APPING WITH ALTER EGO ‘B-SOUL’

Briana Wesley junior health studies
major said, “I always wanted to rap.
This is a challenge to see how it will
go. This is like a mini project. It’s a
self experiment.”

CONTESTANTS 7 & 8
THANKS FAMILY

Doors open at 6 p.m. Saturday in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr University Union
Kyle Stalla is responsible for all photos. Contestants share their platforms, fears and inspirations.

MOLESTATION, THANKING HER FAMILY

CONQUERS STAGE FRIGHT

Torri Franklin, junior biological
sciences major, “The hardest part
was getting over my stage fright
I don’t perform often so, actually
getting on the stage is the hardest
part,” said.

DEN_Sports

Mandy White, senior sociology
major, said,“My platform is lowincome families. My role model is
my mom. She pushes me to excel
in everything I do so I won’t have
to experience the hardships she
went through.”

ALL CLASSES ARE FREE - JUST DROP IN!

Tweet
Tweet

Follow
the Daily
Eastern
News
Sports
twitter!

HONORS HER MOM

CHALLENGING VULNER ABILIT Y

Nia Douglas, junior family consumer sciences, major said, “Most
challenging was coming up with
your creative expression. You’re
digging and opening up a part of
yourself that has been hidden from
everyone. ”

Fudia Jalloh senior family consumer
sciences said,”My platform is molestation but more about my family
and how they took me in after that
happened to me. It’s something
I’ve been trying to get over for a
while and on a college campus a lot
of people can relate. In this piece
I thank them for everything they
have done for me.”

SRC GROUP FITNESS SCHEDULE
Spring 2017
Classroom: AR = Aerobics Room
Monday
8:00-8:45
AM (AR)
4:00-4:25
PM (AR)
4:30-4:55
PM (AR)
5:00-5:25
PM (AR)
5:30-5:55
PM (AR)
6:00-6:25
PM (AR)

Tuesday

Ultimate
Conditioning
Danielle

Kickboxing
LeAnn & Danielle

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Rock Bottom
Madeline
HIIT FIT
Madeline

CS = Cycling Studio
Wednesday

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Traning Day
Kara

Guts, Guns and
Buns
Kara

Werk!
Ashley

7:00-7:45
PM (AR)

Overdrive Toning
Madeline

Training Day
Holly

Overdrive Toning
Madeline

8:00-8:45
AM (DS)

Sunrise Yoga
Tyler

Sunrise Yoga
Kristi

Sunrise Yoga
Vidhi

4:30-4:55
PM (DS)

Ab Attack
Anastasiya

Sunrise Yoga
Kristi
Step N' Sculpt
Anastasiya

HIIT FIT
Holly

Barre Burn
Kara

6:00-6:45
PM (DS)

Yoga
Vidhi

Yoga
Tyler

6:30-7:25
AM (CS)
4:00-4:50
PM (CS)
5:00-5:50
PM (CS)
6:00-6:45
PM (CS)

Cycle
LeAnn
Cycle
Vidhi

5:30-5:55
PM (DS)

Ultimate
Conditioning
Danielle
Werk!
Ashley

Guts, Guns and
Buns
Kara

5:00-5:25
PM (DS)

Thursday

Kickboxing
LeAnn & Danielle

Werk!
Ashley

6:30-6:55
PM (AR)

DS = Dance Studio

Cycle
Tyler

Power Yoga
Kristi
Ab Attack
Kristi
Yoga
Jenna

HIIT FIT
Holly
Yoga
Tyler

Cycle
LeAnn

Cycle
Danielle

Friday

Body Bar
Anastasiya

Evaluations are
availale at every
class. Please let
us know how we
are doing and
what else you
would like to
see!

Follow us on
Instagram for
updates:

Cycle
Ashley

@eiugroupfitness
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Protest the World

Sean Hastings

Sean Says:
Embrace your
Washingtons
over Franklins
and Grants
So lemme tell you this. A one-dollar bill is
worth much more than you think. We are in
college, so money is money and no one can argue with that. But with things being so expensive around here, that one-dollar bill really comes
in handy.
If you are out at the bar, you may need to
use that one-dollar bill to tip the bartender. Of
course you should maybe give her two one-dollar
bills, because she is working so hard.
Well for starters, the go-to if you are looking to
keep things cheap is the Dollar Menu at McDonalds. It may not exactly be a dollar; you may have
to find some loose change. If you do not have
change, you will use another one-dollar bill. And
if you pay in a five-dollar bill, you will get three
one-dollar bills in return.
To stay on the topic of McDonalds, you can
also get an ice cream cone for a one-dollar bill (if
the machine is working, of course).
To shake things up a little bit, if you were a
betting man in 2013, according to Business Insider’s 2013 article “40 Things You Can Buy For a
Dollar,” you could have bet $1 on the New Orleans Hornets to win the NBA Championship,
which would win you $100. Now that could be a
lot of one-dollar bills.
We are all so greedy. We want those big dollar bills. For one reason, to have more money in
your wallet so it is not so fat. But once you spend
those big dollars, if you do not spend exactly that
amount, odds are you may get some one-dollar
bills in change. Show the little guys some love.
Another couple things that will only cost
you $1 are scratch cards. Who could hate those
things? They are all luck and you can win some
money back. Most of the time you are not going to win the big bucks. Sometimes you win less
than $5. And if you do, you are going to get your
money in one-dollar bill fashion.
You are not going to be mad about getting that
money will you? No, money is money and you
are going to take it no matter what.
A can of Febreze will cost you a few bucks,
but one of the little twisty candle ones will cost
you less than $1 and it will do just fine. It will
run out pretty quickly so enjoy that smell while it
lasts, but it costs less than a dollar, so if you have
a spare dollar lying around, there you go.
Also, if you have any pictures on your phone
that you love and you want to have printed, head
to Wal-Mart because a 4x6 photo costs just $.09.
So you can buy 10 of those (be wary of tax), for
one nice one-dollar bill.
That is a nice way to put that one-dollar bill
to work.
Now, the new way to use a one-dollar bill is
a trick I learned since I started working at the
News. If you can put a one-dollar bill across this
story anywhere, that means there is too much
gray space. There usually is, and it needs to be
improved.
Embrace the one-dollar bill.
Sean Hastings is a junior journalism major. He
can be reached at 581-2812 or
smhastings@eiu.edu.

DANIEL FOX | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Staff Editorial

History months a time for learning, reflection
With Miss Black EIU closing in this Saturday
and the final celebrations wrapping up early next
week, Eastern says goodbye to another February
and another African-American Heritage Month.
The editorial staff of The News would like to
remind our campus community that the closing
of the month does not mean that African-American lives and accomplishments should be ignored
until 2018. This is one of the topics we noted
while discussing this month’s editorials; we need
the explicit celebration of black lives, and having
a defined time period to do so is helpful, but we
would like to heavily caution the Eastern community about restricting the celebration of blackness to only one month of the year.
At the same time, though, we eagerly anticipate the upcoming history months, and we felt
it necessary to highlight other months earmarked
for the celebration of other minority groups.
Not every month is a heritage or a history
month, but many of them are. March, in particular, is a heritage month that we want to highlight:
Women’s History Month.

Eastern’s women’s studies department presents
several great events during the month of March
in order to celebrate women’s contributions to society, arts, culture, science and government.
No specific minority groups hold monthly celebrations during April, but both Asian Pacific
American Heritage Month and Older Americans
Month fall in May.
Immediately following these two celebrations
is June’s Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Pride Month, commonly called LGBT Pride
Month or even simply Pride Month.
Other heritage months, which appear starting with National Hispanic-Latino Heritage
Month in September, celebrate racial groups, ethnic groups and disability groups in turn. Some
of these months, such as National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month, have prominent observations on Eastern’s campus, while others are mainly observed at a national level.
The News would like to stress a few points
when it comes to heritage and history months.
First, we want to explicate that, while not all

history months fall during Eastern’s common
operational months, and while not all history
months have local celebrations and events, all history months should be growing opportunities for
college students.
Additionally, the staff of The News would like
to reiterate that history months do not excuse us
from recognizing, celebrating and learning about
difference throughout the year.
History months are convenient benchmarks
and good times for public celebrations. They are
not excuses to spend only a twelfth of a year acknowledging an entire racial, ethnic, ability or
gender and sexuality group.
Please take a mature and considerate approach
to the upcoming history months. Use them to
further your knowledge and to seek out extra information and extended learning that might be
less accessible during the year.
And, as always, keep an eye on The News for
upcoming events from Eastern’s diversity groups.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

Miss Black EIU: Time to make connections
Saturday’s Miss Black EIU pageant is a great opportunity for many to step out of your comfort
zone and explore some groups on Eastern that we
would not normally find ourselves
Eastern’s Miss Black EIU contest, currently in its
46th year, is not only about the African-American
students attending Eastern. All of us have a responsibility to encourage one another and provide support to our fellow Panthers. You never know: the
person next to you in one of your classes may just
be the winner. The winner will become a part of the
history of our University and you should be there to
witness the feat.
Saturday night, when a new Miss Black EIU is
crowned, we should all be there to congratulate the
new Miss Black EIU. And not just to resolve some
of the racial tensions our country is being plagued
by, but because we are all EIU.
Regardless of your race, background or interests,
every one of us will all share one thing in common
someday: a diploma from Eastern.
The hard work the contestants put in ahead of
the pageant should be rewarded when the winner
is announced in the Martin Luther King Jr. Union’s
Grand Ballroom by those who may not be in the
same class, live in the same dorm or socialize with.
While there, take advantage of the opportunity
and make new friends. You never know; you may

Justin Brown
just meet your new best friend or make a connection that will pay off on a yet-to-be-assigned homework assignment or a future group project in that
class you are struggling in.
What I am saying is that you never know what
a simple introduction may lead to. A favorite statistic that I constantly remind myself of daily when I
doubt introducing myself to someone new reminds
me to never back down from an introduction.
I have heard that 85 percent of all jobs are filled
through networking. That number has increased
since I first enrolled in college and thought I would
just go to class and mind my own business.
In today’s job market, networking is extremely important—just as important is being able to
be comfortable in any situation and amongst any

group of people. I am where I am today because of
the chance introductions I took and the extra effort
I took to find out something new about as many of
my classmates as I could.
Besides making friends and listening to interesting stories, the ability to start a conversation is so rewarding in my own personal development, as you
will feel when you decide to open yourself up to
new crowds.
The world we live in has become such a dark
place full of hate, segregation and unfair treatment
of each other, but as the future leaders of our country we all need to step up and do our part to make it
a better place to live in. There is no guarantee your
kindness will be rewarded, appreciated or that it will
create a chain reaction of goodness, but that should
be no reason to keep you from doing good by your
neighbor. It starts with a simple “hello” and will almost certainly lead to great things.
So, give it a chance. Go out his weekend and explore new cultures and groups of people and applaud their achievements just as you would like to
be encouraged by those you do not know yet.
Justin Brown is a junior journalism major. He
can be reached at 581-2812 or
jlbrown@eiu.edu.
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A Taste of Chicago comes to Eastern
By Loren Dickson
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_News
Two Chicago artists came out Thursday night to perform and give Eastern a
glimpse of their artistic abilities and inspiration.
The first to perform, Ausar, started out
with a spoken word piece titled “Brief Introduction.”
“Picked up the pen and pad and figured he was on to something,” Ausar recited. The crowd joined in.
Ausar then went on to perform “6Degrees,” “Learning a Lot,” “Resolve” and
“Keep On Pushin,” which can all be
found on his newest mix tape, “The 6
Page Letter.” He said he would consider it
his biggest project to date.
“I’ve been writing since I was in third
grade,” Ausar said. “It’s my passion.”
He said he got the inspiration to write
“The 6 Page Letter” when he was going
through a rough time in his life.
“I was dealing with a lot. Not being
able to go to school at the time, family issues, everything,” Ausar said. “My friend

wrote me a six-page letter telling me everything would be okay. It really made me
realize I couldn’t give up.”
Ausar said the concept of his album is
faith over fear.
“I’m really happy with tonight’s turnout,” he said. “It’s awesome that people
come out to show support and we’re able
to cultivate our talent and make something out of it.”
The second Chicago artist to perform
was Femdot.
He said he has been writing since he
was six years old and started performing
seriously about three years ago.
Although Femdot is currently studying
biology at DePaul University, he said he
wants to continue his career as an artist.
“It’s what I actively do now, it’s pretty
much how I make my living and survive,”
he said.
Femdot said being in Chicago makes it
easier to network and connect with people to get his music out there.
“I perform at open mic nights and any
other opportunity I get to perform, like
tonight, which helps a lot,” he said.

OLIVIA SWENSON-HULTZ | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Ausar Bradley, a University of Illinois student performs his song “Lucid”
during, “A Taste of Chicago” Thursday night in the Grand Ball room.

He said he gets most of his inspiration
from his own life and the lives of others
around him.
Apart from that, Femdot said he gets
inspiration from his favorite artist, Kendrick Lamar.
“I study what he does so I can do it
better,” he said.

Femdot said overall, he was happy with
the performance at Eastern.
“The crowd was interactive and engaging, which I appreciate as an artist because it makes me feel more comfortable,”
he said.
Cydne Garrett, the University Board
Mainstage Coordinator, said the show

had a very decent turn out even though
one of the artists, Christian Jalon, couldn’t
make it.
“Their art is amazing to me. I can personally connect with it, especially because
I’m from Chicago,” Garrett said.
Garrett went to high school with Femdot and connected with Ausar’s manager
at a recent open mic night.
Garrett said it has been incredible to
see these artists grow over time.
“To see people my age doing big things
is really cool,” she said.
Deja Dade, a junior theatre arts major,
said she thought the performance went really well.
“I listen to their music a lot,” she said.
“They are some dope individuals.”
Despite the smaller crowd, Dade said
they performed like there was a full house.
“More people need to come to these
events. We need to get the word out
there,” Dade said.
Loren Dickson can be reached at 5812812 or ladickson@eiu.edu.

Local bartenders juggle multiple jobs
By Mallory Kutnick
Campus Reporter | DEN_News
The color-changing countertop slowly shifts between jade, aqua, sapphire
and periwinkle. The cool hues reflect in
the faces of the few customers chatting
at the bar as Michelle Chupp pours their
drinks.
This particular Thursday afternoon,
the Brick House Bar & Grill located in
the Unique Suites Hotel on Lincoln Avenue borders on empty. With so few patrons, Chupp engages them in conversation and playful banter.
“It’s fun to be able to talk to people,”
the physical therapy student from Lake
Land College said.
Chupp has tended the bar at the Brick
House since July on top of a management position at Dirty’s Bar and Grill,
where she has been employed for nearly two years. She works Thursday mornings and afternoons at Dirty’s and Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings at
the Brick House.
“I live here,” she joked. “I need a
room.”
Leaving work at 1 a.m. is just another
Tuesday – or Thursday or Saturday – for

Chupp. She spends more in a single day
working the Brick House bar than managing Dirty’s.
“Mornings are not as long,” said
Chupp, who works five hours at Dirty’s
and up to nine at the Brick House.
Chupp takes exclusively online classes,
freeing up her schedule to allow her the
time to work both jobs.
She is not the only one employed at
both Dirty’s and the Brick House. When
he is not tending the colorful bar of the
Brick House, 2014 psychology alumnus Sawyer Howe can be found pouring
drinks for up to nine hours at Dirty’s.
Howe enjoys making drinks and experimenting with the beverages. “I think
it’s fun,” he said. “(But) sometimes people
are specific or picky about how they want
their drinks. They want it a very specific way.”
Howe has worked at the Brick House
since October and Dirty’s since May.
For some employees, working at the
Brick House is more than just a job.
Though in the midst of enjoying some
time off, bartender Bobbie Jo Staley, a senior psychology major, returned to her
workplace for a drink and some banter
with Michael Taylor, who manages The
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Michelle Chupp, a sophomore physical therapy Lake Land student bartends at Brick House Bar an Grill as a parttime job. She also works at Dirty’s
Bar & Grill.

Penalty Box Bar and Grill.
“He contributes to the students of
EIU’s alcoholic welfare,” Staley teased.
A Brick House bartender for nearly
two years, Staley does not work at Dirty’s.
Instead, she came from farther down the
road in Carbondale.
She said she prefers her job here in
Charleston, though.

Staley said the Carbondale crowd was
larger than Charleston’s. She said she had
to make more drinks more swiftly than
she does now, meaning she had to cut
back on the care she now puts into each
glass.
Closer to campus, Marty’s Bar and
Grill runs the gamut from emptier than
the Brick House to wild and busy, bar-

tender Shelby Phipps said.
A December communication studies
graduate, Phipps said the Fourth Street
pub is more popular by nightfall than it
is during the day. Despite opening at 11
a.m., Marty’s was completely devoid of
customers in the afternoon.
Like Howe, Staley and Taylor enjoy
experimenting with beverages. “It’s art
and science,” Taylor said.
Even for Staley, though, work does
mean downsides are inevitable.
She dislikes having to cut customers
off, the protocol of refusing to serve customers who are too drunk, even if it is for
their own good. “I hate being a Debbie
Downer,” she said.
Staley said she treasures both meeting
new people and catching up with regulars. “It helps build a network,” she said.
But Staley is proud of more than just
her hospitality. She has been practicing
several party tricks, including throwing
ice cubes and catching them in glasses behind her back.
“I can’t wait to get to work now and
try throwing ice,” Taylor said.
Mallory Kutnick can be reached at 5812812 or mbkutnick@eiu.edu.
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CAA

CONTINUED FROM PAGE1
The vote for creating the
new Digital Media program
was passed unanimously as
well. Grant spent two years
crafting the proposal.
“I see it as an opportunity for all of us to be able
to achieve and do well and
help all of our students
achieve whatever their career goals are,” Grant said.
The creation of a standalone biochemistry major was also proposed and
passed unanimously.
Chemistr y coordinator
Daniel Sheeran said the new
biochemistry major would

»

be very similar to the classes
used to get the biochemistry
concentration now; however, it will make the program
more marketable than it is
currently.
“Biochemistry doesn’t appear on the degree when a
student graduates. Secondly,
biochemistry doesn’t appear
in the ‘choose my major’ on
the EIU website,” Sheer an said. “We believe this is
a growth area and we’d like
to do our part to attract students and encourage them
to see that we do offer biochemistry.”

The CAA unanimously
passed the proposal for the
new photojournalism minor
as well.
Journalism professor Brian Poulter said this minor
does not require the creation of additional classes
and the minor is designed
so it can be completed in
four semesters. Poulter said
they chose this design to
make the minor appeal to
transfer students and international students.
“The photojournalism
classes in journalism usually don’t have a hard time

populating because over half
the time they’re not journalism majors anyway,” Poulter
said. “A lot of people see the
value in narrative and documentary style photography
for documenting whatever
their group, organization,
agency is up to.”
Cassie Buchman contributed to this article.
Chrissy Miller can be
reached at 581-2812 or
clmiller9@eiu.edu.

Chicago

CONTINUED FROM PAGE1
“It’s a feeling that I will
never get over and it happens ever y time I meet a
politician in a higher position that I read about,” Reiss said. “You never know
where they are going to go.
That’s why I like to meet as

many as possible, because headcount of 20 students.
“ We ’r e h o p i n g f o r a s
if I get a picture with them
a n d t h e y t u r n o u t t o b e many (students) as possipresident, I can say I knew ble,” Reiss said. “I’m just
The New York Times Syndication
SalestoCorporation
going there
see what his
them.”
York,
10018
vision
forN.Y.
Illinois
is.”
A s 620
f o r Eighth
t u r n o uAvenue,
t a t t h eNew
Information
Call: 1-800-972-3550
So far, Pawar and Chris
meet andFor
greet,
Reiss said
For Release
Friday,
Kennedy,24,
son2017
of the late
he is hoping
for at least
a February

Crossword
ACROSS
1 “The Great” or
“the Terrible”
8 Have more
stripes than
15 Yankees closer
Rivera
16 “Not gonna
happen!”
17 Senselessness
18 Authentic
19 Like pork pie and
clotted cream
21 Femme with a
halo
22 Hustle
24 Eponymous
physicist Ernst
25 Training tally
29 John with an
Oscar
31 Bewildered
33 Turnpike ticket
listings
35 Best Actress
nominee for
“Philomena,”
2013
37 Sorority
character

38 Better adversary
to deal with, in a
saying
41 Unlikely husband
material
42 Looks like a
41-Across
43 Name on an
excavator
44 Old blacklisting
org.
46 Brownies with
cookies, maybe
48 Fostered
49 Turnovers, e.g.
51 Absorb
53 Activate, as a
wah-wah pedal
55 Husband
material
59 Genre for
Ladysmith Black
Mambazo
61 1984 biography
subtitled “The
Man, the
Dancer”
63 Royal Stewart
and Clan Donald
64 Bugs
65 Needs blessing,
maybe
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66 They play just
north of the
Ravens

1

4 Sound repeatedly
heard at
a wedding
reception

7 Little green men
8 Has way more
than enough, for
short
9 See 50-Down
10 Approximate end
of a rush hour

3

4

19
22
25

26

27

28

33

25 [Gag!]
26 Aid in clearing
the air
27 Apartment that’s
a second home

9

10

30
35

45
49

53
59

13

31
36

14

32

43
46

50

47
51

54

48
52

55
60

56
61

63

64

65

66

57

58
62

45 Hoffman won
Best Actor for
playing him
32 Like some stalled
vehicles
47 Chief flight
attendant
34 French seasoning
50 1967 Cold War
36 Ginnie Mae’s
suspense novel
by 9-Down
dept.
39 One who might
drug a boxer

52 Florence’s ___
Palace

7 bedroom House- Washer, dryer,
dishwasher C/A Near Rec center. Includes trash and yard care $265.00
each 217-549-6967
________________________ 2/22
5 Bedroom house- washer, dryer,
dishwasher C/A Buzzard Area. Includes trash yard care. $285.00
each 217-5496967
________________________ 2/22
2 bedroom house - washer, dryer
dishwasher C/A Buzzard Area. Includes trash yard care $335.00 each
217-549-6967
________________________ 2/22
Apartments 1/2 block to campus 4
bedroom and 3 bedroom $250
each Includes trash 217-549-6967
________________________ 2/22
LEASING FOR FALL 2017-18! BEST
apartments for groups of 1-4 in
Charleston and way cheaper than
the dorms. MUST SEE TO BELIEVE!
Washer/dryer, spacious, furnished,
balcony, walk-in closet, close to EIU,
vaulted ceilings, discounted prices!
217-345-5515.
melroseonfourth.com
________________________ 2/28
Leasing for Fall apartments and 5
bedroom house on 7th St. clean
and affordable. no pets. rentals@
jwilliamsrentals.com or
(217) 345-7286
_________________________ 3/6

For rent
Looking for 3-4 responsible students to rent a nice house affordable for the right party interested
in pursuing an education at Eastern
call (217) 345-2516
_______________________ 03/10
Affordable studio apartment good
campus location (217) 345-2516
________________________ 3/10
Recently Remodeled Student Rental (217) 962-0790
________________________ 3/10
Spring, Summer and Fall 1, 2, 3 & 4
bedroom apartments, as low as
$222.50. Some close to campus
Carlyle Apartments. (217) 348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
________________________ 3/15
STUDIO, 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. FALL 2017.
Great locations. Please contact us
for more information.
(217) 348-8249 or visit our website
at ppwrentals.com
________________________ 3/13
Fall 2017. Very nice houses, townhouses, and apartments for 1-8
people. 1-3 blocks from campus.
Rent $250 - $400 per person. Call
(217) 493-7559.
www.myeiuhome.com
_________________________ 5/1
Close to campus. Nice, clean apartments. 1 and 2 bedroom. Starting
at $250 a bedroom. For spring semester 2017, fall semester 2017. No
pets. Fully furnished except beds.
Off-street parking and laundry onsite. Some restrictions do apply.
Call or text (314) 334-3994.
_________________________ 5/2

10 Year Price ROLLBACK!
1-2 PERSON RENTALS

www.woodrentals.com
Call for appointment to view!

PUZZLE BY ANGELA OLSON HALSTED

40 ___ Mo’,
three-time
Grammy-winning
bluesman

Awesome 3 bedroom townhouse.
Call 24 hours for details. (217) 5492668.
________________________ 2/28

Our Most Popular “wait listed”
home available for Fall 2017 6
Bedroom House located at 1024
6th Street Huge deck Big covered
front porch large bedrooms tons
of parking and close to campus
call 708-772-3711 schedule a
tour and info
_________________________ 3/7

37
40

42

44

12

24

39

41

11

21

29

38

No. 0120

23

34

30 “Junior” or
“senior” mil.
figure

23 TV character
who fronted
as a waste
management
consultant

8

20

12 Spot for spirited
worshipers

20 Something to
enter with a card

7

18

28 No-frills: Abbr.

14 It’s capped and
often slapped

6

17

11 Like some
census data

13 Cape Ann’s area

5

16

5 Flags down
6 Decoy

2

15

1 Queen’s longtime
record label
3 Only remaining
home of the
Asiatic cheetah

Analicia Haynes can be
reached at 581-2812 or
achaynes@eiu.edu.

Edited by Will Shortz

DOWN

2 Postal sheet

Robert F. Kennedy, have announced their bid for the
Democratic nomination.

For rent

53 Scores of these
may plague high
schoolers
54 Less than slim
56 Chat, across the
Pyrénées
57 Setting of
Sisyphus’
perpetual
rock-pushing
58 Almond or pecan
60 Additions after
closings, in brief
62 One of three for
Sisyphus?

1512 A Street / 345-4489

Avoid the clutter,
read the DEN online!

www.dennews.com

Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 7,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Read about and comment on each puzzle: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/studentcrosswords.
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Follow the Daily Eastern
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Softball travelling to Mississippi for invite
JJ Bullock
Softball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern softball lineup has put up
some pretty big numbers on offense this
season, scoring in the double-digits three
times already, all while having seven players
hitting over .300 on the roster.
But, those bats will meet some tough
pitching competition when the team heads
to Starkville, Miss, for the Mississippi State
Spring tournament this weekend.
Eastern is slated to face the likes of Mississippi State and Southern Illinois Carbondale in its first two games of the tournament, both of those teams boast team
earned run averages of under 1.70.
The first test for Eastern in the tournament will be its matchup with Southern Illinois on Friday morning.
The Panthers’ lineup will not face an easy
task in the game, as they will likely have to
face one of the two aces the Salukis have on
their roster in Savanna Dover (0.64 ERA,
16 K) or Brianna Jones (1.22 ERA, 27 K).
While their pitching is arguably their
best asset, the Salukis have been no push
over on offense either this season.
Led by Merri Anne Patterson (.364 avg,
12 RBIs) and Haley Andrus (.357 avg, .437
OBP), Southern Illinois has a respectable
.286 team batting average and has five players hitting over .300.
Tasked with stopping this lineup, Eastern head coach Kim Schuette will stick to
her top pitchers and have Michelle Rogers
(1.44 ERA) or Jessica Wireman (5.31) continue to soak up most of the innings this
weekend.
However, Schuette would also like to see
some other pitchers get work in during the
tournament.
“Right now Jess (Wireman) and Michelle
(Rogers) are probably our one and two,

SEAN HASTINGS| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

The Panthers’ top pitcher for the first two tournaments is Michelle Rogers. She and Jessica
Wireman had the most action so far. Eastern will play at the Mississippi State tournament this
weekend.

switching back and forth,” Schuette said.
“Actually I like to call them both our number ones. But I’d like to see Allison (Gol-

ic), Katie (Grunert) or Tori (Johnson) kind
of emerge and bulk up their innings a little
bit and give them some more confidence.”

Last weekend, Eastern faced a Power 5
Conference team in the Big 12’s Kansas and
were beaten 4-0. This week, the Panthers
hope to change the narrative against power
five SEC school Mississippi State.
“If we are going to continue to improve
as a program, we have to be able to beat
those teams, not just be flattered to be on
the field.Part of that mentality is taken care
of before you even get on the field,” Shuette
said.
“Last weekend I think there was a little bit of awe factor in playing Kansas, and
somehow they pickpocketed us in the first
inning and we were behind. We kind of
talk about respect all, fear none, and take
that mentality this weekend. So, it will be
interesting. It is not easy playing an SEC
team on their turf, but at the end of the
day when they say play ball, it is two teams,
same age, same sized ball going at it.”
Much like the Salukis, the Bulldogs
throw a potent pitching staff at opponents.
Alexis Silkwood is the headliner of that
staff; she has a 0.83 ERA and has held the
opposition to just a .190 batting average in
33.2 innings pitched this season.
Coupled with her is the trio of Regan
Green (1.05 ERA), Cassady Knudsen (2.10
ERA) and Holly Ward (2.80).
W h a t t h e Bu l l d o g s g a i n i n p i t c h i n g
strength, they surrender on offense.
Mississippi State has a mere .324 on-base
percentage as a team and is sitting with a
low .313 slugging percentage.
The Panthers are also scheduled to have
a rematch on Sunday with North Florida,
who they beat 14-12 last weekend at the
North Florida tournament.
JJ Bullock can be reached
at 581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.
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Jock & Roll
athletes set
for Monday
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
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Junior guard Cornell Johnston defends Belmont’s guard. Eastern will play Southern Illinois Edwardsville Saturday. If Eastern defeats the Cougars, it will
have a chance to make a post-season tournament, even though the Panthers were eliminated from making the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.

Eastern just one game away
from securing winning record
By Sean Hastings
Sports Editor| @DEN_Sports
Eastern’s chance at the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
may be gone, but the chance to
finish the season with an overall
winning record and make another post-season tournament is possible.
T h e Pa n t h e r s w i l l h e a d t o
Southern Illinois Edwardsville to
take on the winless Cougars. Eastern sits at 14-14 overall and a win
would give them the winning record they need to have to have a
shot at getting in a post-season
tournament.
Eastern’s surge at the end of the
season was just a bit too late, but
if that surge continues, the team
can still find itself playing basketball in March.

It has been nothing but struggles for SIUE this season. The
Cougars are 0-15 in OVC play
and 5-24 overall.
The offense also has not been
there for the Cougars. SIUE averages just 67.8 points per game and
Eastern has regularly put up 75.4
points per game for its season average.
It was not present all season,
but the Panthers have always had
the ability to shoot 3-pointers and
make them at will. It came out
against Austin Peay as they hit 17
3-pointers in the game.
SIUE is not a threat from beyond the arc, shooting just 29
percent from that spot on the
floor. As far as field goal percentage goes, the Panthers and Cougars are almost the same right
around 41 percent.

The Cougars have found a way
to bring down the rebounds with
1030 on the season, but Eastern’s
1050 surpasses that.
On paper, Eastern dominates
Southern’s stats and should win
this game, finish with a winning
record and hand the Cougars’
their 16th loss of the season.
But college basketball is college
basketball, and the players at this
level are all talented and can come
up at anytime.
The Cougars’ biggest loss margin was 23 to regular season conference champion Belmont, but
other than that they are close but
just cannot find a way to win.
Eight of their 15 losses have
come by 10 points or less. Even
though this is a game Eastern
should win, nothing will be handed to them. A conference tourna-

ment “should” have happened, but
did not.
For what was supposed to be a
conference-bound men’s basketball team, a regular season game
with no OVC Tournament following is a tough one to swallow, but
a winning record definitely means
something.
“The opportunity to finish over
. 5 0 0 i s a n i m p o r t a n t a c h i e ve ment,” coach Jay Spoonhour said.
“We’ll need to play well. SIUE has
fought hard all year and has been
in every game down to the end.”
Eastern will not know if it will
be invited to a tournament right
after the game, but a win is mandatory for it to even be a possibility.
Sean Hastings can be reached at
581-2812 or smhastings@eiu.edu.

The Eastern athletic teams will be
competing as they are used to, but
will be competing against each other.
Monday is Eastern athletic’s annual
Jock & Roll in the Grand Ballroom
in the Martin Luther King Union.
The competition will get underway at 7 p.m. Not all the teams will
be in the competition. Teams that
will compete for sure include the
women’s soccer team under the act
name “The Bachelorette,” the women’s tennis team under the name
“Mannequin Take Over,” the volleyball team as the “Thing’s Girlfriend’s
say,” men’s soccer as “Torito,” women’s basketball team as “Carpool Karaoke.” The softball team is also
planned to perform but did not have
an act name yet. The women’s swim
team may also put an act together,
but it is not official yet.
This year’s Emcees will be men’s
swimmers junior Shamus Shields
and freshman Ethan Wallace.
A goal of Jock & Roll is to send a
military veteran to the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament. The veteran will still go even though neither
the men nor the women’s basketball
teams will not be playing.
This year’s military veteran the
money will be raised for is Justice
Long. He has 2.5 years in the Army
Reserves as a Private First Class.
Long said he contacted the ROTC
on campus as a Cadet with the intention of serving as an officer in the
active component of the Army after
graduation next year.
He is a native of Rantoul.
Long will also try and attend the
Jock & Roll event.
T h e Pa n t h e r s h o p e t o r a i s e
$800-$900 this year as the minimum amount to send the veteran
to the tournament is $500, but junior women’s golfer Anne Bahr said
the athletes always like to strive for
more.
The teams raised about $700 in
last year’s event. There is a $3 admission charge at the door. There
will also be popcorn free of charge,
but donations would be appreciated, Bahr said speaking on behalf of
the event.
The women’s basketball team took
home first place honors last year. The
team re-enacted popular vines.
Sean Hastings can be reached at 5812812 or smhastings@eiu.edu.

Women’s basketball takes on SIUE for final game
By Mark Shanahan
Women’s Basketball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern women’s basketball
team will travel to Southern Illinois
Edwardsville on Saturday for its final
game of the season.
Both the Panther’s and the Cougars are heading into the matchup on
winning streaks. Eastern (9-18, 5-10
OVC) defeated Austin Peay 78-73 in
overtime last Saturday to snap a three
game losing streak. Eastern was led
by junior Grace Lennox who nearly averaged a double-double with 27
points, nine rebounds and six assists.
Eastern had a double digit lead at the

half, but did not score for almost five
minutes in the third quarter, letting
Austin Peay right back into the game.
Strong defensive play by Eastern helped limit Austin Peay to just
three points in the overtime period.
All three points came from the freethrow line; Austin Peay was 0-for-7
from the field.
Southern Illinois Edwardsville (1216, 8-7 OVC) is coming off of a successful week where they knocked
off Austin Peay at home and Murray State on the road. Nakiah Bell
scored a career-high 23 points in the
game against Murray State to lead
the Cougars to victory. Bell hit five

three-pointers and finished 9 of 15
from the field. A big advantage from
Southern Illinois Edwardsville was
its rebounding against Murray State,
outrebounding the Racers 50-27.
Bell was honored on Tuesday as
the Ohio Valley Conference Newcomer of the Week, as she averaged
17.5 points in the two victories. Bell
shot 66.7 percent from the field and
62.5 percent from three-point range
while adding seven assists on the
week.
Donshel Beck is the leading scorer
and rebounder for Southern Illinois
Edwardsville. Beck is averaging 14.6
points per game and 7.2 rebounds

per game. Beck is eighth in the Ohio
Valley Conference in both scoring
and rebounding. Lauren White is averaging 12.3 rebounds per game and
Bell is averaging 10.7 to round out
the Cougars top scorers.
Southern Illinois Edwardsville is
a top rebounding team in the conference and is second in rebounding margin. The Cougars are top five
in both offensive and defensive rebounding.
Eastern’s offense is led by Lennox
,who averages 16.6 points per game,
which is third best in the OVC. Senior Erica Brown is averaging 11.8
points per game and is tied for the

top spot in the conference for rebounding, as she averages 8 rebounds
per game.
Eastern hosted Southern Illinois
Edwardsville on Jan. 18 and lost 7559. The Cougars dominated the paint
outscoring the Panther’s 42-24. They
also won the rebounding battle over
the Panther’s 38-28. Eastern trailed
by just one point at the half, but they
did not have an answer for the Cougars in the second half.
The game is set to tip-off at 2 p.m.
in Edwardsville, Ill.
Mark Shanahan can be reached at
581-2812 or mmshanahan@eiu.edu.

